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As part of an ongoing yearly collaboration between the Royal Holloway and Oxford Centre
for Doctoral Training (CDT) in Cyber Security, we will this year be hosting an exciting
multidisciplinary workshop on the Internet of Things (IoT). For many, the IoT heralds an
exciting future where our commutes home are controlled by our smart cars, and shopping
lists controlled by our smart fridges; whilst for others, the IoT is simply this decade’s industry
hype and marketing gimmick – presenting us with just as many problems as it allegedly
solves.
But away from the overused examples of ‘connected’ fridges – please, no fridges allowed –
the IoT is certainly here to stay; and now gifts scientists, technologists and academics with
new dilemmas and questions pertaining to device security, privacy, and surveillance (the list
can go on).
The aim of this year’s workshop is to facilitate a greater dialogue around the subject of IoT –
in particular, its genuine major security vulnerabilities  and where a wealth of minds from the
world of IoT, information security, international relations and geopolitics will come together to
discuss and tackle these pertinent issues in greater detail.
Philip Howard’s recent book entitled, “Pax Technica: How the Internet of Things May Set Us
Free or Lock Us Up”, will probably serve as a useful starting point for the themes our
workshop will aim to cover. But this may also lead to discussions on:

● Surveillance

Does the Internet of Things have the potential to contribute to an ever more pervasive
surveillance society?

● Privacy  
Does the Internet of Things perhaps offer an opportunity for those to experience certain internet/digital

freedoms that, perhaps due to certain undemocratic/authoritarian states who seek to curtail individual rights/freedoms
(especially online), they are yet to experience before?

● Governance/Law/Ethics – 
Can (and should) the IoT be governed? Should we see privacy by design
implemented to the IoT? What ethical considerations are designers and industries taking with devices?

● Security – 
Should we be concerned by the number of IoT devices entering the marketplace with little to no
security? Who should be made accountable?

Last year, we organised a successful workshop on the hacking of 
Sony Pictures
, and the
relatively informal environment led to two days of thoughtprovoking discussion and debate
on issues crossing disciplines of IR, geopolitics, computer science, and information security.
If you are interested in attending, then please don’t hesitate to contact Nick Robinson
(
Nicholas.Robinson.2014@live.rhul.ac.uk
)
or Andreas Haggman (
Andreas.Haggman.2014@live.rhul.ac.uk
) for more details.

List of attendees/speakers:
Alex DeschampsSonsino
(
IoT expert,
designer, consultant  creator of designswarm
and Good Night Lamp 
http://designswarm.com/
)
Alexandra is an interaction designer, product designer,
entrepreneur & international speaker based in London.
She was named 2nd in Top 100 Internet of Things Thought Leaders (Onalytica, 2014) and is in the 2014
Top 100 Influential Tech Women on Twitter (Business Insider). Since 2006, she has built
consumerfacing internet of things products, services and communities for clients such as BBC R&D,
Nokia, British Gas, EDF, British Telecom.
She is the founder of the Good Night Lamp, a family of internetconnected lamps for your global friends
and family. She is the cofounder of IOTAngels, a UK based angel network focused on internet of things
investments. She is coeditor of Connected, a quarterly publication on the internet of things.
She has been running the London Internet of Things meetup for Xively since 2011. It is the largest
meetup in the world dedicated to this topic. She was cofounder and CEO of Tinker London, the first
distributor of the Arduino platform in the UK that ran workshops around the world and offered design and
consultancy services to global clients. She was also a partner at RIG London.
Her work has been exhibited at the Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Victoria & Albert Museum
and galleries around the world. She has a B.A.Sc. in industrial design from the Université de Montréal
and an M.A. in Interaction Design from the Interaction Design Institute Ivrea.

@iotwatch

Andrea Calderaro
(
Cardiff  IR Lecturer specialising in Internet Gov,
Cyber Security, Digital Rights & Freedoms)
Andrea Calderaro is a Lecturer in International Relations at Cardiff
University. His research centers on Internet and International Politics,
with a particular focus on internet governance, cybersecurity and
conflict transformations, digital rights and freedoms, and the role of EU
in the global internet policy debate.
He serves as Editor of the “Digital Technologies and Global Politics”
Book Series at Rowman&Littlefield, as Chair of the ECPR Internet &
Politics standing group, a member of the Global Internet Policy
Observatory’s Advisory Group at the European Commission, and a
member of the Civil Society Information Society Advisory Council board at the OECD. Previously, he has
been Lecturer at the University La Sapienza of Rome in “New Technologies and International Relations”,
Senior Research Fellow at the Institute for Internet and Society at Humboldt University, Research
Associate at the Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom/European University Institute, Visiting
Fellow at the California Institute of Technology, and directed the “ICTs for the Global Governance of
Peace and Security” Project at the University of Oslo.

He is also affiliated to the 
Internet Policy Observatory at the Center for Global Communication Studies
(CGCS) at the Annenberg School for Communication / UPenn, to the Centre for Internet & Human
Rights (CIHR) at European University Viadrina, Sydney Democracy Network/University of Sydney, and
he serves as Chair of the ECPR Internet & Politics standing group and a member of the Civil Society
Information Society Advisory Council (CSISAC) board at the OECD.
He holds his PhD and M.Phil in Social and Political Sciences from the European University Institute.

@andreacalderaro

Declan McDowellNaylor
(
RHUL PIR  PhD student – Politics and
Ethics of IoT
)
Declan is a doctoral researcher based in the 
Politics and International
Relations Department 
at Royal Holloway, University of London. Declan
studied for a BA in Linguistics from The University of Gloucestershire, and an
MSc (First Class) in New Political Communication from Royal Holloway,
University of London. His main research interests are in 
political
communication
, 
British politics
, 
the ethics of technology
, 
science and
technology studies and political theory
. 
The aim of his PhD thesis is to
research the political and social implications of the ‘Internet of Things’, with a
particular focus on the ethical aspects of its development.

@declan_djmn1

Lachlan Urquhart
(
Nottingham  PhD student  HCI and Law of IoT)
Lachlan is a final year multidisciplinary doctoral research based in the Mixed
Reality Lab and Horizon CDT at the University of Nottingham. He works
primarily between information technology law, human computer interaction,
and digital ethics, looking at the regulatory impacts of emerging technologies.
He has a particular focus on privacy, data protection and surveillance studies.
He has written on topics including internet of things, social media policing,
regulation of the press, smart cities, and robotics (drones). His work has been
featured in New Scientist, Wired UK and The Register.

@mooseabyte

Dominique Guinard
(
CTO for EVRYTHNG and author of “Building the
Web of Things”
)
I'm the CTO (Chief Technology Officer) and cofounder of 
EVRYTHNG
,
a Web of Things software company aiming at making products smarter
and more connected! I'm the coauthor of "
Building the Web of Things
",
a book at Manning Press. I cofounded of the 
WebofThings.org initiative
that promotes the integration of devices to the Internet using Web
protocols and languages.
The idea of the 
Web of Things came during my 
Ph.D.
(awarded the ETH
Medal) at 
ETH Zurich
, where I worked with fellow researchers (such as
Vlad Trifa and Erik Wilde) on defining the foundations of the Web of
Things: a worldwide network of interconnected objects.
Before this, I worked on bringing industrial networks of RFIDtagged
objects to the Web at the 
MIT AutoID Labs in USA
. I also worked 4
years for SAP on the software aspects of the next generation platform
for integrating realworld services with business systems. As a researcher at the 
AutoID Labs Zurich
,I
was working on mobile interactions with the Internet of Things (IoT) for Nokia. Before this, I worked on
scalable IoT enterprise software architectures for Sun Microsystems (nowadays Oracle).
I am a happy member of the 
Internet of Things Council and had the chance to be listed 5th amongst the
top 100 IoT thinkers
.

@domguinard

Benjamin Aziz
Dr Benjamin Aziz is a Senior Lecturer in Computer Security at the School
of Computing, University of Portsmouth. Benjamin holds PhD degree in
formal verification of computer security from Dublin City University (2003)
and has research experience in the field of computer and information
security, which has resulted in over 80 publications related to the security
engineering of largescale systems, formal security, requirements
engineering and digital forensics. He is on board program committees for
several conferences and working groups, such as ERCIM's FMICS, STM,
Cloud Security Alliance and IFIP WG11.3.

David McCann
(
Bristol  PhD student  IoT Security)
David McCann is a PhD student in Applied Cryptography at Bristol University,
under the supervision of Dr Elisabeth Oswald. His current research focuses on
side channel attack verification and energy consumption modelling methods for
embedded systems. He moved to Bristol after obtaining an MEng in Engineering
and European Studies at Southampton University where he gained an MSc in
Microelectronic Engineering at Bristol University before starting his PhD in 2013.

Josh Schiffman
(
HP Labs)
Josh Schiffman is a research scientist leading IoT infrastructure security
research in the Security Lab at HP Labs. His research interests also include
platform security and trusted computing. Josh has previously worked as a
security architect at AMD, as well as spent time researching security at IBM,
Samsung, and Microsoft.

@josh_schiffman

Schedule:
All times are subject to change

Thursday 5th May
12:00  13:00  Lunch
13:00  14:00  Benjamin Aziz
“
In this talk, I will present a security analysis for one of the most popular standards for the Internet of Things, namely the MQ
Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol, based on a formal model of the protocol in a timed process algebra. I will explain the
modelling choices we made and give a review of the results of the work on the formal verification of the protocol model. I will
also provide a short summary of the rest of the work done at UoP in the area of IoT security, in particular work on developing a
framework for federated identity and authorisation management using OAuth for MQTT networks.”

14:00  14:45  Lachlan Urquhart (Regulation by Design and the Internet of Things)
“
I am looking at how best to bring regulatory considerations into the design of ambient domestic technologies. Within my
doctoral work I’ve been looking at this from a number of angles: legally, theoretically, practically and through use of design
interventions. Within this talk I will consider the challenges around implementing privacy by design for the internet of things. IoT
poses a number of regulatory issues, particularly for end user rights eg obtaining informed end user consent. One regulatory
response is legally mandated privacy by design. Whilst this is conceptually useful, it remains practically challenging. Clear
guidance on how to actually do privacy by design is often lacking. As a response to this, I’ll also be discussing my experience
legally and theoretically, with focus on privacy by design cards, an ideation technique developed to help introduce legal
concepts into the design process earlier, and in a structured manner.”

14:45  15:15  Coffee Break
15:15  16:15  Josh Schiffman
Josh will be talking about IoT infrastructure security architecture, the security challenges in that space,
and what we are seeing in recent protocol developments.

16:15  17:00  David McCann
“Statically modelling and evaluating the side channel leakage characteristics of an embedded device is advantageous for IOT
security from many perspectives. It contributes towards the efficiency of sidechannel attacks, the accurate computation of
information theoretic metrics to quantify sidechannel resilience, and (as is our motivation) the possibility of building finegrained
leakage simulators which can then be used for static leakage evaluation. Our work uses our own profiling methodology, based
on linear regression, to accurately characterise the leakage of a reasonably complex modern microprocessor (the ARM
CortexM0) and then build the profiled data into a Thumb emulator to provide a model that can statically produce traces for any
implementation for the ARM CortexM0 processor. These modelled traces can then be used for leakage evaluation using
current methods thus removing the need for measuring the power consumption of the device and taking traces manually, a
process which requires expensive measurement equipment and expertise.”

17:00  17:45  Panel/Group Discussion

Friday 6th May
9:15  10:00  Welcome/Coffee
10:00  11:00  Alex DeschampsSonsino (Keynote)
11:00  12:00  Andrea Calderaro (Title yet to be confirmed)
12:00  13:00  Lunch
13:00  13:45  Declan McDowellNaylor (
The Digital Politics of Hackspaces and
Autonomous Vehicles)
“There is a substantive body of political science research on the internet and its effects, especially in the field of political
communication (i.e Chadwick, 2007). However, research into the emerging Internet of Things is still in its preliminary stages.
There is therefore an opportunity to engage this crucial research agenda with other fields of research such as computer
science, engineering and information security.
In this paper, I respond to recent calls within Science and Technology Studies and political communication for an ethnographic
approach to understanding the relationship between technology and politics (Ananny, 2015; Kitchin, 2016). This offers an
internal perspective into the way in which the Internet of Things is being developed and the directions it may go in the future. In
this paper, I draw upon my current fieldwork findings, including interviews, observations and discourse analysis of various
documents, conducted across two sites: ‘hackspaces’; and the GATEway project (a governmentfunded consortium set up to
test autonomous vehicles on the public).
Presented as a comparative analysis, I demonstrate the digital politics (Coleman & Freelon, 2015, p.2) of the Internet of Things,
as it is represented by the empirical examples in this paper. I show the complex and continuous maintenance and
transformation of the social organisation of power, enacted by various political actors, who are motivated by competing
meanings and practices, in which crucially, IoT technologies have a key constitutive role. I also show how there are ethical
dynamics present within this politics. My overarching argument is that this analysis and understanding serves an important
purpose: to keep the development of the IoT malleable to a widerrange of public and democratic interests, following Howard
(2015).
By tackling this issue, this paper contributes a political and ethical understanding of the IoT, based on original empirical
evidence, to an interdisciplinary research agenda spanning many fields.”

13:45  14:45  Dom Guinard (Closing Keynote)
14:45  15:00  Short Break
15:00  16:00  Panel/Group Discussion (Title/themes yet to be confirmed)
16:00  16:30  Close and drinks in Crosslands bar and Founders quad

Venue:
All talks will take place in the Main Lecture Theatre in the south west corner of the Founders Building.
See campus map on the following page.

GETTING TO ROYAL HOLLOWAY
By air
Royal Holloway is situated in Egham, Surrey, 40 minutes from London Waterloo, a mile from the M25
and a mere fifteen minutes from Heathrow Airport by car. It is also accessible from London City or
Gatwick airports.
By taxi
If you intend to take a taxi from the train station, we strongly recommend that you book in advance from
the following companies, as London black cabs can be very expensive.
Gemini Taxis: 01784 434646
Windsor Cars: 01753 677677
Egham Cars: 01784 434646
Holloway Taxis: 01784 818385
By car
Royal Holloway is located on the A30, 19 miles from central London and about a mile south west of the
town of Egham. It is two miles from junction 13 of the M25 (London orbital). After leaving the motorway
at junction 13, take the A30 west, signposted to Bagshot and Camberley (this is the Egham bypass). At
the first roundabout, take the second exit. At the second roundabout, take the second exit and continue
up the A30, Egham Hill. The College is on the left at the top of the hill.
Sat nav postcode is TW20 0EX

By train
From London Waterloo (via Clapham Junction, Richmond and Twickenham)
There are frequent services from London Waterloo via Clapham Junction and Richmond to Egham (35 –
40 minutes). Please be aware that there is also a slow service that runs via Hounslow, which increases
the journey time to and from Waterloo by roughly twenty minutes.
From Woking (via Addlestone and Chertsey)
There is a service from Woking to Egham (35 – 40 minutes) with one change at Weybridge. Change at
Woking for services to London, the south west of England, Basingstoke, Alton and Haslemere.
From Reading (via Wokingham, Bracknell and Ascot)
There is a frequent service from Reading to Egham (35 – 40 minutes). Change at Reading for services
to Oxford, Wales, the south west and the north east of England.

